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Dear Reader, 
Welcome to the fall issue of the semi-annual e-newsletter Prep@Pingree
Perspective. Our objective in sending these columns is to communicate
the perspectives people gain through their connections to Prep@Pingree.

Aspirational Cultures
by Steve Filosa, Director  

I like to tell people that my wife, Tracy, makes her living in the modeling
industry - financial modeling for non-profits, that is. This past summer I
joined Tracy and her client for dinner. As the conversation progressed
through all aspects of school life, the client described to us the culture of
the communities surrounding his school. He said, "The difference between
the communities surrounding your school and mine is that people near
you are aspirational by their nature. They already understand why more
education, independent school education matters in their lives."

Aspirational cultures - How do we create and sustain them? How do we
recognize one when we see one? The voices that follow in this issue of
Prep@Pingree Perspective all provide some insights to answering these
questions. Johnfredy Loaiza's life experience that he writes about below is
a function of the aspirational nature of his family, k-8 schooling at
Community Day Charter School in Lawrence and secondary school
education at Pingree School. Josh Stern's enthusiasm for teaching his
subject is fueled by his aspirations for himself and his Prep@Pingree
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The mission of Prep@Pingree is
to provide an ongoing academic
and cultural enrichment program

for talented, urban, middle-
school students. Through an
intensive five-week summer

program and supplemental year
round support, Prep@Pingree

prepares admitted students for
independent, parochial, and

public high schools.
Prep@Pingree balances rigorous

academics with
co-curricular experiences.

 

 

students. Essex County Community Foundation's reason for being is to
serve those organizations and individuals who aspire to make the world a
better place. All of these parties represent the people and institutions that
make Prep@Pingree thrive, throughout the Great Recession and beyond.

Miracles In My Life
By Johnfredy Loaiza, Prep@Pingree '02 and '03, Pingree School
'07, Brigham Young University '12

My name is Johnfredy Loaiza, and I'm from Lawrence, Massachusetts; a
city known for delinquency, vandalism, narcotics, and poverty. I was born
and raised into a Hispanic family governed by parents who I had never
even seen get into a verbal fight. My mother was born in Puerto Rico and
my dad in Colombia and they both immigrated here in the eighties.
Unfortunately, neither of them were able to finish school in their youth,
which would guarantee them economic hardships in the future. From
kindergarten to junior high, they emphasized continuously the importance
of my studies. Meanwhile, as I innocently journeyed through one juvenile
trial to the next, I could not help but notice loved one's lives, including a
sibling, crumbling from their decisions to fall into the city's negative
statistics. I continued on without a care in the world, while my parents
only stood on a hope that I could rise above these overwhelming odds.
However, those conditions have not decided who I have chosen to be.
 
 I remember being in my seventh grade year and hearing about
Prep@Pingree, a program that was to be done in that school for students
my age to prepare us for high school entry exams. I was thrilled with the
news that I would be accepted into the summer program, without
knowing just how much it would come to open my eyes. I gained
confidence in my ability to learn there and it helped me realize the
importance of being diligent in my studies. Furthermore, I remember
seeing the spacious fields, the small class rooms, and hearing about the
extracurricular options and thinking, "What are the odds of me being able
to come to this school?" I had to consider the forty-five minute commute
from my house to the school, but even more critical, a tuition that would
be impossible for my parents to pay. Suddenly, Pingree had become my
dream high school.
 
When I got accepted, the first thing I looked for was if I would be getting
financial aid or not since that, in the end, would be the deciding factor.
My heart pumped as it stated that my parents would be required to pay
less than ten percent of the tuition. The daily commute for four years
kept me incredibly busy on a weekly basis, which kept me away from the
streets of Lawrence. Four years passed quickly and now I realize just how
much of a blessing that school came to be for me.

Everyone on this Earth is born into differing circumstances, varying from
poverty, wealth, an abusive family, sickness, danger, and countless
others. What I have come to learn is that we cannot blame our choices on
our conditions. In the end, we are the ones who choose what we want to
become. I chose to go to Pingree and avoid becoming another statistic
and because of that I have come to see miracles occur in my life.
However, I would not have been able to go there if someone had not
contributed to my financial aid, which made it possible for me to study
there and that to me is a miracle.

Time Flies When You're Learning New
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Things
By Joshua Stern, Prep@Pingree History Teacher 2010

My time at Prep@Pingree was fantastic. The juxtaposition between the
peaceful idyll of the campus and the youthful energy of the students was
a sight to see on a daily basis. The students themselves were
outstanding: extroverted, willing to try new things, quite studious
(especially given the optional, summer nature of the program), and really
fun to be around. The staff was involved with the kids beyond the usual
staff/student dynamic. We taught them, had lunch with them, struggled
with them through the low water of the Ipswich River, and many other
experiences too plentiful to recount sufficiently. There was a closeness
that developed quickly between all of us, and I was grateful for how well I
and the rest of the staff were able to get to know the students as
individuals through our time at Pingree and our excursions of campus.
Everyone's belief in our mission translates into the students and staff
having a fulfilling and truly enjoyable summer experience. I wish it could
have lasted for longer than 5 weeks. By the time we said our goodbyes
on the pier in Gloucester after our whale watch, the speed with which the
summer passed was really driven home for me. The students' sadness
was palpable. Yet their enthusiasm regarding both their upcoming
academic years and the chance to return to Prep@Pingree next summer
was also very clear.

Why We Invest in Prep@Pingree
By Julie Bishop, Essex County Community Foundation

Essex County Community Foundation invests annually in Prep@Pingree
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through the Greater Lawrence Summer Fund. This fund supports over 45
programs that provide opportunities for at risk children and teens to have
summer enrichment experiences.  Prep@Pingree is one of the stars.
Recent research studies have found that low-income children lag behind
their middle class peers in school because of the lack of summer learning.
Prep@Pingree is a regional model for programs that successfully close the
achievement gap for their students. It is a life changer for so many kids
and ECCF is proud to be a supporter.

Dear Reader,  we hope this issue will spark a conversation between you
and Prep@Pingree. How do you define aspirational cultures? Where are

they and how are they sustained? Please send us your thoughts by replying
to this email. Feel free to forward Prep@Pingree Perspective to as many

people as you like. Thank you for your interest in creating opportunities for
all students.

Forward email
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